
Big monitor, small footprint
In high-density data centers, you need to conserve 
space and resources everywhere you can. That’s 
why almost everywhere you look, HP provides 
total rack, console and power solutions that maximize
efficiency in data centers of all sizes. Consider our 
new TFT7210R rack-mount monitor and 1U Integrated
Keyboard and Drawer. They combine into a 
space-saving local consoling solution that makes 
the most of every U.

17" flat-panel display in only 1U of rack space 
The ideal local consoling solution starts with the 
rack-mountable HP TFT7210R retractable TFT 
flat-panel monitor, one of the largest monitors 
available in a 1U configuration. 

It tucks a full 17” flat-panel display into just 1U 
of rack space. The unique rail design even provides 

plenty of room to mount a KVM switchbox 
behind the unit.

This monitor delivers more functionality with fewer
demands, thanks to advanced TFT technology, 
which uses less power and emits less heat than 
traditional monitors. What’s more, it features 
on-screen display in ten languages, plus a 
brilliant screen that’s easy to read (and easy 
on the eyes). The screen can even be viewed 
with the rack door closed when the monitor is 
in a vertical position.

Want the advantages of these space-saving server
consoling solutions in your data center? Learn 
more about the TFT7210R retractable TFT flat-panel
monitor and integrated keyboard and drawer at
www.hp.com/products/rackoptions

The new HP TFT7210R rack-mount monitor with
its 17" flat-panel display is the largest rack
mounted monitor that fits in a 1U space.
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Deploy your way—The TFT7210R gives you plenty of configuration flexibility. It’s fully compatible with all HP rack-
mounted products and options. It can be deployed in our 9000 and 10000 series racks or even in third-party and
telco racks with optional rail kits. 

Complete with keyboard and drawer—The HP 1U Integrated Keyboard and Drawer provides an all-in-one, 
full-size keyboard and drawer to complete your server console solution. It provides just the kind of smart features
you need in a busy data center, such as an easy-to use trackball mouse, rear cable management arm, and nine
programmable hot keys for quick movement from one server to the next. All this fits neatly together requiring only
1U of vertical rack space. 

Handy storage—A rugged, removable paper tray and CD holder lets you keep supplies readily available, making
day-to-day work within the data center more convenient and organized for IT administrators.

Simple yet worldly—Fully compatible with all HP rack-mounted products, the keyboard is even available in 14
languages. And with its optional adjustable rails, data center managers can standardize on one keyboard/drawer
across the organization with confidence knowing it can be deployed in almost any rack. The TFT7210R has one
worldwide SKU so companies can standardize on this monitor across the globe.

Integrated solutions—Together with its partners, HP also offers a complete array of flexible, innovative enterprise
solutions designed to help maximize server performance and simplify system management. For more information,
visit www.hp.com/large/globalsolutions

Both the TFT7210R rack-mount monitor and all-in-one
keyboard/drawer are designed to allow a KVM
switchbox to mount behind them on the standard
mounting rails—further maximizing rack space.
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